
FEFC MOPS

Next Meeting 

Nov 3rd: 

Lee Bigler - 

Unoffendable

Next playdate 

Oct. 27th: 

Triangle Park 

@ 9:30 

 

Next Mom's Event 

Nov. 11th: 

Craft morning at 

church 

 

Welcome! 
October is Infant and Pregnancy Loss Awareness Month. 

At MOPS, we want to support one another, reminding each other that we are 
not alone in our struggles.  While we understand this is a sensitive topic, we 

hope you will be encouraged by this meeting.  We will be watching a video 
entitled "First to Share Loss" and then have discussion time at our tables.  We 
will also be doing a service craft in connection with this theme.  Our goal is to 

leave you equipped in how to support those going through loss and to find 
hope, practical support and unity for all moms. 

 
 
 

October 2017

MOMcon 2017
Kansas City was the home of MOMcon 2017 held Sept. 21-23.  Seven 

women from our group made the trip and got to experience this awesome 
event.  Here are some of the highlights in no particluar order: 

Save the Date: 
MomCon 2018 is in Louisville, Kentucky 

September 20-22 

 
*fellowship in the car on the 6+ hr. drive 

*eating BBQ at a restaurant located in a gas station 
*hearing Ann Voskamp speak of how "brokenness" is God making us real 
*hearing Amena Brown speak of how "being broke" helped her to embrace 

her natural hair  
*attending the Make Your Marriage Sizzle workshop which included 

detailed anatomy slides 
*attending Sissy Goff's workshop where she instructed us: 
Parent out of love and not fear.  God redeems everything! 

 
So what do you do if this sounds like 

something you'd like to be a part of next 
year?  Let your DGL know, and we'll make 
sure to get you info once the registration 

goes live in early 2018.  We want you to 
experience for yourself how wonderful a 

weekend at MOMcon is !



Leadership Spotlight //

Happy Birthday! 
 

10/11  Erin Beckett 
10/13  Meredith Ludwig 

10/17  Katie Stigman 
10/18   Joy Vliem 

10/24  Julie Oostra 
10/31  Katilin Graff 

 



GIST: Who Am I, Why Am I Here and Where Am I Going?    

These are the three great questions about life that we all must answer at some point in our lives. And it starts in 

childhood with “Who am I?” One goal for parents is to help establish an accurate self-assessment to give their child a 

sense of where they fit into the world. 

Self-esteem and identity are closely linked. Yet, self-esteem is frequently confused as an “other’s-esteem” in our culture. 

Other’s-esteem is how we think about ourselves based on what others think of us and our performance. It is fickle and 

destined to disappoint. Other’s-esteem is not self-esteem. Self-esteem, on the other hand, is what we think about 

ourselves despite what others think about us and our performance. It is based on knowing who we are, whose we are 

and where we fit in to this world. 

Kids begin defining themselves by how they hear others describe them. It is interesting to think of the different ways 

parents talk about their children. These are the first “names” we call ourselves. In our offices, sometimes we hear things 

that are clearly derogatory. “Our little troublemaker” is something that doesn’t benefit a child. It might even become a

self-fulfilling prophecy. “We have one who is active and one who is lazy. They’re both sweet, though.” The “sweet” part 

doesn’t change the message each child hears. When we label kids, good or bad, it affects their identity. But, parents 

should always remember that kids change over time. Your lazy 6-year-old might become a long-distance track 

member at 16 and your athletic 10-year-old might struggle with obesity from their teen years on. 

As kids head off to school and beyond, the sources of who describes them changes from parents and family members, 

to peers, coworkers and culture at large. This is an important time to listen to what your child is saying about 

themselves and bring it into the light if it’s not true. 

Labels can seem positive, but not if they’re false. Telling a child an untruth is not very nice and this tenet applies even to 

things that are said to encourage or cheer them up. Some kids might indeed be talented or particularly good at 

something (piano, soccer, math, manners), but over-exaggerating your child’s positives will lead to problems. Even

though a child might be very talented, it doesn’t make them better than the next kid. Few children (or adults) are truly 

exceptional at anything (although all people are unique). Over-projecting a talent or gift onto a child will likely distort 

their identity. If your child happens to be really good at something, don’t compare them to others to make them feel 

better about themselves. This is a strategy destined to fail because it’s a big world out there and things change. Most 

likely, one day this child will find out they are closer to average than they’ve been told growing up. And if your child is 

average, celebrate it! The goal in any case is to help your child become effective in life – average or not. 

Tell kids the truth from your perspective. “How I see it …” is used best at the beginning of what you’re going to say. This 

allows your child to have a chance to consider a different view of themselves or to see the truth in what you are saying. 

This simple prologue defuses the judgement your child might otherwise feel from you. It also gives them permission to

agree with what you’re seeing in them or ask why your perspective is different than their own. 

Delivery is everything. What you say is just as important as how you say it. Pervasive or generalized comments tend to 

become part of identity much more than comments that are specific and focused. “You’re a total slob!” is a lot different 

to a child than, “Your room has gotten messy this week. You need to clean it up before going out to play.” It’s much 

better to talk about today, or this month to prevent a label from permanently attaching itself. Getting in the habit of 

connecting your comments to a specific day or event will decrease the chance of what you say becoming an unhealthy 

part of your child’s identity. Adding a simple, “for now …” helps a child know that things can change. 

A critical parenting goal is to train up our children so that their identities most accurately reflect how they were 

created. That’s our job as parents: to foster an identity in our children which is based on an accurate self-assessment. 

Ultimately, the understanding of who God has created them to be will give them the direction and purpose to live an 

effective life. It will also be the start to answering the two other great questions of life: “Why am I here?” and “Where am 

I going?” 

 Michael W. Anderson, LP & Timothy D. Johanson, M.D 

authors of GIST The Essence of Raising Life-Ready Kids



NOTES.....

INGREDIENTS 

1 pound croissants (about 5 to 7), split in half lengthwise 

1 tablespoon extra-virgin olive oil, more for baking dish 

1 bunch scallions (6 to 7), white and light green parts       

                     thinly sliced, greens reserved 

¾ pound sweet Italian sausage, casings removed 

2 teaspoons finely chopped fresh sage 

8 large eggs 

3 cups whole milk 

1 cup heavy cream 

8 ounces Gruyère, grated (2 cups) 

1 ¼ teaspoons kosher salt 

1 teaspoon black pepper 

Heat oven to 500 degrees. Spread 

croissants on a large baking sheet and 

toast, cut side up, until golden brown, 5 

to 10 minutes (watch carefully to see that 

they do not burn). Let cool, then tear into 

large bite-size pieces. 

In a medium skillet over medium-high 

heat, warm the olive oil. Add sliced 

scallions and sausage meat; cook, 

breaking up meat with a fork, until 

mixture is well browned, about 5 

minutes. Stir in sage, and remove from 

heat. 

In a large bowl, toss together croissants 

and sausage mixture. In a separate bowl, 

whisk together eggs, milk, cream, 1 1/2 

cups cheese, salt and pepper. 

Lightly oil a 9- x 13-inch baking dish. Turn 

croissant mixture into pan, spreading it 

out evenly over the bottom. Pour custard 

into pan, pressing croissants down gently 

to help absorb the liquid. Cover pan with 

plastic wrap and refrigerate at least 4 

hours or overnight. 

When you’re ready to bake the casserole, 

heat oven to 350 degrees. Scatter the 

remaining grated cheese over the top of 

the casserole. Transfer to oven and bake 

until casserole is golden brown and firm 

to the touch, 45 minutes. Let stand 10 

minutes. Garnish with sliced scallion tops 

before serving.

Buttery Breakfast Casserole  from cookingnytimes.com - submitted by Courtney Hunter

*From the editor* 
Correction: in the Leadership Spotlight 
published in September's newsletter,
Stacey Urbanz's favorite drink was 

reported as "peppermint tea and dark hot 
chocolate" when in fact it is "vodka on the 

rocks"


